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a b s t r a c t

The disruptive potentials of the Internet of Things (IoT) entails multifaceted requirements and devel-
opment issues (large scale deployments, heterogeneity, cyberphysicality, interoperability, distributed
smartness, self-management, etc.). To adequately tackle them and to comprehensively support the
development of the IoT ecosystem, the Agent-Based Computing (ABC) represents a proper and solid
modeling, programming and simulation paradigm. Indeed, abstractions, design methods, technology
and frameworks related to the ABC have been widely exploited, possibly jointly with other well-
established/emerging computing paradigms, to actually develop advanced IoT ecosystem. This survey,
an extension of our previous work, reports most relevant contemporary contributions in the field,
aiming at assessing suitability of the ABC paradigm for the (current and future) IoT development.

© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In the last two decades, advancements in embedded pro-
cessing, sensing, actuation, and wireless communication rapidly
fueled the spread of novel cyberphysical artifacts and applica-
tions, among others, for the ambient assisted living and well-
ness, entertainment, logistic optimization, energy management,
industrial automation. Indeed, simple movement detectors, radio-
frequency tags, temperature sensors, but also more sophisticated
smart gadgets, smartphones and smart vehicles, allow sensing the
physical world, processing data, engaging customized users inter-
actions and triggering actions over the surrounding environment.
Also known as ‘‘Smart Objects’’ (SOs) [1] because of the (differ-
ent degrees of) intelligence they exhibit, and being massively
networked both on local and global scales, such heterogeneous
devices communicate and cooperate with each other and with
conventional systems, thus constituting the Internet of Things
(IoT) [2] ecosystem.

The complex development of heterogeneous IoT ecosystems
requires comprehensive support from different mainstream
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paradigms and approaches, especially from the closely related
fields of wireless sensor networks, distributed systems, artificial
intelligence, ubiquitous and pervasive computing [3]. In particu-
lar, the Agent-based Computing (ABC) [4] has been acknowledged
as a comprehensive, effective enabler for cooperating, decen-
tralized, dynamic and open IoT ecosystems. In this paper, we
discuss how the ABC is, currently and effectively, exploited to
develop IoT ecosystems. As matter of fact, the ABC provides ideas,
metaphors, techniques, methods and tools for systematically con-
ceptualizing, programming and simulating distributed systems
composed of heterogeneous interacting entities [5]. Following
an extended period of intense research and development, in
the last decade the ABC seemed sidelined. Unexpectedly, the
ABC recently found new interest and application in the IoT sce-
nario and the marked interest of the research community in
the agent-IoT duo [6] is demonstrated by the relevant num-
ber of publications materializing along this line (almost 1000
in the last three years, according to Scopus, just considering
international peer-reviewed journals and conference papers; a
detailed bibliometry is reported in Appendix) and the presence
of the ABC among the IoT enablers outlined within the European
H2020 Work Programme 2018-20201 as well as within some U.S.

1 https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/en/h2020-section/advanced-
computing.
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National Science Foundations ongoing Programs2 ,3 and awarded
projects.4 ,5 Such continuous research interest motivated us to
extend our previous publication [7], from 2017, by surveying (i)
the most up-to-date and relevant related work, proposing agents
as IoT development enablers; (ii) the rise of synergies between
the ABC and other mainstream paradigms/technologies, which
are independent from IoT but beneficial for its development,
e.g., Cloud and Edge Computing, Wireless Sensor Network, Ma-
chine Learning, Blockchain and Semantic technologies; and (iii)
existing IoT applications and derivations, successfully enabled by
the ABC, in novel fields like the Internet of Vehicles, Industrial
IoT and Social IoT. Due to the extent of existing state-of-the-
art material, providing an exhaustive analysis of all agent-based
IoT contributions and/or agent-related IoT application scenarios
seems unfeasible. Instead, we aim at highlighting main agents’
pros and cons for the development of both SOs and IoT systems,
surveying most relevant works.

The outline of this paper, graphically reported in Fig. 1, is
as follows. Section 2, provides selected insights about the prin-
cipal IoT development challenges and ABC distinctive features.
Section 3 follows with a survey of several contributions ex-
ploiting the ABC to model, program and simulate SOs and IoT
systems, including agent-based IoT methodologies. Next, in Sec-
tion 4, selected synergies between the ABC and other technolo-
gies/paradigms (both emerging and well-established, but still in-
strumental for the IoT development) are presented, while in Sec-
tion 5 examples of successful exploitation of agents in IoT appli-
cations are shown. Finally, the surveyed state-of-the-art is briefly
analyzed, the open challenges discussed and some concluding
remarks provided.

2. Background

2.1. Internet of things development issues and requirements

Multifaceted development issues must be faced, and related
requirements addressed, in order to actually unfold the disruptive
IoT potential [3]. Heterogeneity is the clearest issue featuring
the kaleidoscopic IoT ecosystem [8], constituted by a plethora
of different components (e.g., NFC tags, sensors, microcomput-
ers, wearable gadgets, industrial robots, domotic devices, vehi-
cles) and stakeholders (individuals, companies, public adminis-
trations). Therefore, providing interoperability to these heteroge-
neous subjects, connected through various communication tech-
nologies (Bluetooth, Zigbee, 3/4/5G, Wi-Fi, etc.), and deployed in
networks of different scales (ranging from small-scale personal
area networks up to large-scale industrial networks and extreme-
scale, very dense metropolitan area networks), is a requirement
necessary but challenging to meet. This is so, especially con-
sidering that the lack of established standards pushes towards
poorly interoperable ‘‘intra-nets of things’’ [9]. Likewise hetero-
geneity, also cyberphysicality is entailed within the IoT concept.
Indeed, the IoT is located at the border between virtual and real
worlds, where SOs give rise to new cyberphysical functionalities
and development issues, unforeseen or superficially treated by
conventional computer engineering (cyber-physical security, per-
sonal data privacy, etc.). Hence, heterogeneity, interoperability
and cyberphysicality motivate the use of multidisciplinary [10]
and comprehensive methodologies [11]. These are used also for
lowering time-to-market, efforts and probability of failure. The
size and rapid evolution of IoT ecosystem are other two critical de-
velopment issues given that, according to,6 20.4 billion of ‘‘things’’

2 https://www.nsf.gov/pubs/2018/nsf18557/nsf18557.html.
3 https://www.nsf.gov/pubs/2019/nsf19566/nsf19566.html.
4 https://govtribe.com/award/federal-grant-award/project-grant-1703782.
5 https://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/showAward?AWD-ID=1659774.
6 https://iot-analytics.com/state-of-the-iot-update-q1-q2-2018-number-of-

iot-devices-now-7b/.

will be networked in 2020. Operations, like things/services nam-
ing, discovery and deployment, would be definitively challenging
in such a dense and dynamic scenario [2]. Therefore, self-steering
and decentralization become imperative requirements for SOs and
IoT systems, since their human-based, or centralized, manage-
ment will bring result that are definitively unfeasible [12] (e.g., for
the sake of bandwidth saving, an SO should be able, by de-
sign, to dynamically adjust its communication patterns; more-
over, newly introduced SOs need to be automatically interfaced to
and integrated into already deployed applications). Besides self-
steering, SOs (which are different from simple resources such
as RFID/NFC tags, databases, sensors and actuators) are expected
to be high-performing, in terms of intelligence, reliability and
context-awareness. Similar desiderata should be satisfied by all
IoT systems that should expose autonomic, scalability and open-
ness features [13]. Fulfilling these requirements would allow
demanding IoT applications (e.g., augmented reality, industrial
applications, emergency management, real-time systems) to pro-
vide high Quality of Experience (QoE) even in the presence of
issues such as SOs resource scarcity or poor infrastructures. Indeed,
without a satisfactory usability, the acceptance of novel SOs and
IoT applications would be definitively compromised.

Summarizing, a number of development issues and related re-
quirements makes the development of IoT ecosystems extremely
challenging. Also other kinds of issues, concerning ethics, busi-
ness and social sciences, are well known but disregarded because
out of the scope of this paper. Nevertheless, the great potentials
of IoT still make most of consumers, governments and companies
seeing opportunities instead of threats.

2.2. Agent-based computing paradigm

Agent [4], as a sophisticated software abstraction defining
an autonomous, social, reactive and proactive computational en-
tity, is the key concept of the Agent-based Computing (ABC)
paradigm. Likewise, MASs (Multi Agent Systems) [4] are ensem-
bles of agents, which interact and cooperate in a certain envi-
ronment (namely, the world of perceived resources), thus consti-
tuting distributed and self-steering societies featured by a strong
situatedness and well-defined organizational relationships. With-
out claiming to be exhaustive, the above characterization already
suggests that agent-related key abstractions allow for straight-
forwardly modeling complex systems, their components, inter-
actions and organizational relationships, covering variety of do-
mains (logistics, sociology, economy etc.).

Besides modeling, ABC provides also a well-established pro-
gramming paradigm for implementing agents’ advanced features,
and effectively addressing key requirements, typical of modern
distributed applications. Indeed, agent’s, society’s and environ-
ment’s modeling abstractions have outlined a high-level, dis-
tributed programming paradigm, based on two milestones [14]:
(1) encapsulation of control (each agent has its own reasoning
capabilities and thread of control to expose context-aware and
autonomous behaviors), and (2) interaction (coordination and
cooperation typically based on high-level asynchronous message
passing mechanisms). Indeed, shared communication standards
and management specifications (like the Foundation for Intelli-
gent Physical Agents FIPA [15] and Agent Communication Lan-
guage ACL [16]) render agents interoperability facilitators and
allow incorporating different resources and existing legacy sys-
tems within the agent society. By fostering computational effi-
ciency, reliability, responsiveness, interoperability and scalability
(particularly compared to centralized approaches), the agent-
based programming paradigm allows implementing advanced
applications while enhancing systems’ performance.

Finally, agent-based systems can be straightforwardly simu-
lated in order to study both emergent, individual patterns or

https://www.nsf.gov/pubs/2018/nsf18557/nsf18557.html
https://www.nsf.gov/pubs/2019/nsf19566/nsf19566.html
https://govtribe.com/award/federal-grant-award/project-grant-1703782
https://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/showAward?AWD-ID=1659774
https://iot-analytics.com/state-of-the-iot-update-q1-q2-2018-number-of-iot-devices-now-7b/
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Fig. 1. Graphical outline of the survey.

collective phenomena [17]. By focusing on individual agents, their
behaviors, and interactions (which reflect the ones of the real
world), agent-based simulation is a natural approach for under-
standing and managing the global dynamic of complex systems,
like distribution and supply networks, social sciences, etc. Indeed,
even in highly scaling-up and interacting contexts, agent-based
simulation facilitates the evaluation of distributed systems which
expose discrete, not linear, adaptive behaviors.

Summarizing, the ABC is a rich and complex source of
metaphors, techniques and tools: therefore, to provide a system-
atical approach to the agent-based modeling, programming, and
simulation, several agent-oriented development methodologies
have been designed and successfully applied [18]. However, as
underlined in [19–21] and in Section 6, the ABC is neither a
universal nor necessarily effective development solution, and its
adoption needs to be carefully assessed. Indeed, both agent-level
and society-level pitfalls can occur from different perspectives
(e.g., management, conceptual, design) and these can outweigh
every agent-related benefits.

3. Agents’ contribution in development of IoT systems

Complex, dynamic, situated and autonomous systems, both
natural and artificial, can be naturally approached by adopting the
agent-oriented perspective [5]. Based on the strong conceptual
alignment between agents/MAS and SOs/IoT systems [22], and
according to the match between IoT development requirements
and agent-related benefits, the ABC has been exploited to sys-
tematically drive and speed-up the development of SOs and IoT
systems. An overview about the high-level modeling, program-
ming, simulation and methodology targets of the agent-based IoT
is shown in Fig. 2, while main contributions which exploit the
ABC for modeling, programming and simulating purposes have
been surveyed and compared in Table 1. This table summarizes
findings contained in Sections 3.1–3.4, and indicates for each

contribution if (i) a fine/coarse grained agent-based modeling
of IoT entities is performed, (ii) mechanisms for (technological/
syntactical/ semantic) interoperability, autonomicity, cognitivity,
virtualization or security are implemented, (iii) pure or hybrid
activity simulation is supported, and (iv) an agent-based IoT
development methodology is provided. The definitions of these
keywords is reported in what follows.

3.1. ABC as IoT modeling paradigm

Key features of both SOs and IoT systems can be captured, at
different degrees of granularity and in a technology-agnostic way,
through the agent-based modeling. Indeed, the agent model nat-
urally embeds SO autonomicity, proactiveness and situatedness,
while other important SO features can be explicitly described
through agent-related concepts. For example, in [23,49,56], SO
functionalities are expressed as goals, SO working plans as be-
haviors, and SO augmentation devices (i.e., knowledge bases,
sensors and actuators) as dynamically bindable agent resources.
However, these working plans adopt different mechanisms for
specifically characterizing SOs/agents. In [48,55], for example,
SO/agent behaviors, goals and communications paradigms de-
pend on their own role, which is taken from context-dependent
repositories (e.g., for the transportation, smart car, smart driver-
support, smart road). Likewise, in [24,25], each SO/agent complies
to a template, which encodes plans and goals according to its
functionality. Differently, there are some contributions, which
do not provide a-priori defined roles or templates. In [23], each
SO/agent has its own model (formalized as an automaton) which,
on the basis of perceived stimuli (modeled as messages in-
coming from the environment or other entities), dictates the
actions to be performed. Likewise, in [29,40], SOs/agents’ be-
haviors encode both design goals (encapsulated in state-based
tasks) and (re)actions to the risen internal and external events.
Finally, real-time sensor data, position and resources availability
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Fig. 2. High-level modeling, programming, simulation and methodology targets of the agent-based IoT.

Table 1
Relevant agent-based works with their features - Technological, Syntactical, Semantic interoperability; Autonomicity; Cognitivity; V irtualization; Security.
Surveyed work
⟨name, ref.⟩

Agent-based
IoT model

Agent-based
IoT imple-
mentation

Agent-
based IoT
simula-
tion

Agent-
based IoT
methodol-
ogy

Fine
grained

Coarse
grained

T Sy Se C A V S Pure Hybrid

Cascadas, [23] � � � �
iCore, [24] � � � � � �
FIoT, [25] � � � � � �
CACB, [26] � � � �
[27] � � � �
ACOSO [28],
[11], [29], [13],
[30]

� � � � � � � � �

UBIWARE,
[31]; UBIROAD,
[32]

� � � � � � �

[33] � � � �
[34] � � � � � � �
AoT, [35] � � � � � �
Smart Grids,
[36]

� � �

[37] � � � � �
TAEC, [38] � � � � � � �
CIoT, [39] � � � � � � �
iSapiens, [40] � � � � �
[41] � � � �
Radigost, [42] � � � �
ASSIST, [43] � � � � � � �
BEMOSS, [44] � � � � �
INTER-IoT, [45] � � � � � � � � � �
VICINITY, [46] � � � � � � �
SOL, [47] � � � � �
[48] � � � �
[49] � � � �
[50] � � � � �
Smart
Santander, [51]

� � � � � �

[52] � � � � � �
I-Room [53], � � � � � �
Prometheus,
[54]

� � � � � � �

ASEME, [55] � � � � � � �
SAMSON, [56] � � �
SenseSim, [57] � � � � �
[58] � � � � �
[59], [60], [61] � � � � � � �
FABIoT, [62] � � � � �
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dynamically determine the state of the SO/agent in [49]. Apart
from the specific modeling approach, all the surveyed agent-
oriented approaches provide high-level models to effectively
abstract principal SOs features transparently from a specific tech-
nology, thus supporting the preliminary development phase of
analysis. However, besides the satisfactory ‘‘per-se’’ agent-based
SOs modeling, further research efforts are necessary to thought-
fully model relationships among agents/SOs interacting within
physical environments. For example, [63] describes opportunities
and limitations (along with the current and potential socio-
cultural impact) of a truly networked and cooperative SO-based
IoT based on the ‘‘agency’’ metaphor.

Although concepts such as negotiation, competition, cooper-
ation and delegation between agents and other entities, have
complex definitions, the ABC still represents an effective IoT mod-
eling paradigm, as well as a profitable baseline for the subsequent
phases of agent-oriented IoT programming and simulations [11].

3.2. ABC as IoT programming paradigm

The marked heterogeneity of resources and communication
protocols, featured in the IoT ecosystems, motivated an agent-
oriented approach for programming uniform interfaces and trans-
parently interacting with different SOs and resources. Software
adapters, internally coordinated by a device manager [29] and
purposely developed for target technologies, allow accessing and
managing augmentation devices of SO/agent in [24–27,29,31,32].
Being developed as pluggable and customizable software com-
ponents, these adapters ensure modularity and extensibility of
system programming. A completely different approach is adopted
in [44,48], in which specific agents are deputed to interface each
resource with the related SO and with the system. Although
transparent to technological heterogeneity, this solution does not
work for those constrained devices unable to support a complete
agent-based architecture.

Beyond facilitating resource management, agent-oriented pro-
gramming promotes communication and coordination in the IoT
ecosystem (i) directly, by implementing the IEEE FIPA ‘de facto’
standard specifications [15], and (ii) indirectly, by supporting
the SOs Virtualization [24] for the sake of a major accessibil-
ity and integration of the agentified SOs. With respect to the
first point, FIPA specifications provide standardized message for-
mat and content, an effective message transport service, and
both semi/centralized and distributed services of agent discovery.
The ACL [16] allows encoding the message envelope; the mes-
sage content, instead, is typically expressed through metadata-
oriented languages and ontology to facilitate both context man-
agement and data exchange. With respect to the second point,
the functionalities of an agentified SO can be transparently ac-
cessed over standard, platform- and language-independent Inter-
net protocols (e.g., SOA and REST [41,42]) and then exploited as a
monolithic Web Service [35] or as an ensemble of small, loosely-
coupled and distributed microservices [64]. Just microservices are
currently on the hype due to the agility they provide for the
development of a IoT system, and the agent-based programming
can provide them further features like autonomy, social ability
and elasticity [59–61].

In brief, agent-based programming fosters:

• Technical interoperability, by means of shared resources and
communication interfaces [23,29,42,47,50,51] (though, in
some cases, agents belonging to different organizations are
not totally interoperable [53]);

• Syntactical interoperability, by means of a shared message
format, because ACL is adopted across FIPA standard obeying
platforms for message envelope, while XML and JSON are
used for message content in [31,33,41,46,48,51] (but it is
worth noting that ACL is a ‘de facto’ standard but not the
only language [19]); and

• Semantic interoperability, by means of shared ontology and
knowledge representation [24,31,32,39,52,65] (but this fea-
ture is quite limited and underdeveloped because of the
shortage of grounded domain-specific ontology and seman-
tics [20]).

At a higher level of conceptualization, agents allow to straight-
forwardly instill smartness and autonomy within a single SO,
and realize cognitive and autonomic IoT systems [12,28]. In-
deed, agent-based programming fosters (i) Autonomicity, by self-
configuring, self-healing, self-protecting and self-optimizing both
SOs and IoT systems which require minimum human interven-
tions for their management [23,38,47,50]; and (ii) Cognitivity, in
terms of context-aware and adaptive SOs and IoT systems [24,39,
46], able to solve complex problems autonomously, if properly
trained. Apart from ensuring self-management and distributed
intelligence, autonomic and cognitive features are also key to im-
plement advanced Security, for example through (un)conventional
trust mechanisms (see Social IoT in Section 5) aiming at a secured
large-scale IoT ecosystem.

3.3. ABC as IoT simulation paradigm

A number of contingent factors [56] (SOs density, network
design, irregular traffic, wireless coverage, etc.), the cost of the
hardware and its installation, along with the scarcity of profes-
sional installers, make the IoT ecosystem deployment complex,
costly, error prone and time consuming, especially in large-scale
scenarios (e.g., a smart city in which a coordinated, city-wide
smart parking system could require very high budgets). Therefore,
the simulation activity plays a crucial role [30], enabling the com-
prehension of collective/individual dynamics and the estimation,
validation and verification of performance, models and protocol
before the deployment phase.

Pure agent-based simulators allow effectively inspecting high-
level aspects such as the rise of collective dynamics and behav-
ioral patterns in large scale, distributed, event-based scenario [62,
66]. JADE has been used in [67] to simulate a Smart City in which
heterogeneous ‘‘agentified’’ SOs, able to act autonomously and
collaborate, dynamically consume and/or produce energy. In [68],
authors integrate agent-based simulation and evolutionary game
theory to analyze cooperative patterns, dynamic processes and
macro emerging actions in the IoT scenario. Through a set of
simulations carried out on Anylogic, authors evaluate conditions
leading certain business models to dominate the IoT market.
In [69], the agent-based simulation focus is on IoT services, partic-
ularly to evaluate several discovery strategies considering differ-
ent communication topologies. In [70], instead, authors propose
an Agent-Oriented Petri Net to analyze the dynamic behavior of
services by performing model checking and, hence, exhaustively
and automatically check specifications and properties. Finally,
Netlogo has been exploited in [58,71] to aggregate IoT services
under complex users’ requests and to manage real-time traffic
information.

Although pure agent-based simulators can successfully vali-
date SOs interactions and operations, they typically outline quasi
aseptic simulation environments, distant from the real cyber-
physical IoT ecosystem, because low-level communication and
mobility issues are often neglected or coarsely handled [36,43].
Therefore, a novel research line foresees a hybrid approach,
based on the joint exploitation of agent-oriented modeling and
network-based simulation. In particular, agent’s logic is imple-
mented within event-based network simulators like OMNeT++ [22,
28,30,37], ASSIST [43] and SenseSim [57], because SOs/agents in-
teractions are asynchronously event-driven and time-dependent.
Such hybrid simulation approach allows mitigating limitations
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of pure agent-based simulation (but maintaining advantages de-
rived from ABC) and effectively simulating IoT systems of differ-
ent scales (ranging from narrow local networks up to widespread
Smart City), with different mobility patterns, interaction proto-
cols, communication parameters, etc. [22,28,62,72]. In this way,
both qualitative and qualitative aspects can be assessed, provid-
ing a preliminary and reliable overview of operation, of an IoT
system to be developed.

Summarizing, few computing paradigms deal with IoT simu-
lation (e.g., Aggregate Computing [73], SOA [74]) and the hybrid
agent-based approach represents one of the more valid candi-
dates. However, as opposed to the well-established modeling and
programming, agent-based IoT simulation is at an early stage,
while IoT-specific simulators are not currently available. Never-
theless, overlooking this aspect could represent a crucial pitfall
compromising the agents acceptance in the IoT scenario [75], con-
sidering that, without a central control, unexpected and emergent
behaviors are likely to appear within MASs [76].

3.4. Agent-based methodology for IoT

The peculiar features of the IoT context demand agent-
oriented methodologies to be specifically extended [54,55], or ex-
novo designed [11,34]. Indeed, conventional agent-based method-
ologies contemplate the usage of agent-based models, program-
ming techniques and simulation tools but, at the same time,
they are not straightforwardly applicable in the IoT scenario.
Therefore, for comprehensively driving the IoT ecosystem de-
velopment, the (few available) agent-based methodologies for
IoT:

• thoroughly face the cyberphysicality of SOs, providing by
design solutions for interoperability, security and scalabil-
ity [11,34,54];

• seamlessly glue hardware and software components by
defining, typically at the middleware layer [77,78], suitable
coordination, virtualization and management techniques
[11];

• jointly analyze specific SOs and IoT system requirements
[34,55] with the infrastructural features and limitations of
the development context;

• accommodate different perspectives and expertise, exploit-
ing both technical (e.g., Unified Modeling Language [55] and
Business Process Model Notation [54]) and not-technical
(textual descriptions [34]) notations to depict the IoT ecosys-
tem, its relevant use cases, users, services, stakeholders,
etc.;

• drive and promote the integration of different comput-
ing paradigms for IoT (see Section 4) in different applica-
tion contexts (see Section 5) through guidelines and best-
practices, possibly unbound from specific protocols or tech-
nologies [11,45].

Without extensively facing such aspects, any development
methodology, even if effective in conventional agent-based con-
text (for example, Tropos [79]), would fail in supporting the IoT
ecosystem development. Finally, it is worth noting that agent-
based methodology facilitates and speeds-up not only the devel-
opment of novel SOs/IoT systems, but also the re-engineering of
existing ones. Indeed, as shown in [80], agent-based methodolo-
gies can drive SO/IoT system re-engineering, in order to high-
light and enhance both functional and non-functional features
(e.g., support to interoperability, attention for resource-constrained
SOs, modularity, maintainability, evolvability) which generate
fundamental benefits for the complex, heterogeneous and con-
stantly evolving IoT scenario.

4. Integration of agents with other paradigms and technolo-
gies for IoT

As reported in the previous Section, the ABC can enable the
SOs’ and IoT systems’ development; moreover, the ABC is also
prone to be beneficially integrated with other computing
paradigms and technologies which play an important role within
the IoT scenario. Previous, or contemporary to the IoT, these
paradigms/technologies have their own independence, but they
can effectively support the IoT development, also jointly with the
ABC. Again, due to the extent of the research field, an exhaus-
tive survey is not feasible. Therefore, we present some relevant
mainstream paradigms and technologies which perfectly work
in conjunction with the ABC to eventually support the IoT de-
velopment. For each paradigm/technology, a brief introduction
is provided, the contact points with IoT elicited and, finally, the
benefits of synergies with the ABC discussed. Main findings of this
analysis are summarized in Table 2.

4.1. Cloud computing

Cloud Computing empowers systems’ resources and func-
tionality by supporting extreme-scale intensive computation and
massive, dynamic, heterogeneous data integration, storage and
analytics. In the IoT context, Cloud Computing represents a fun-
damental enabler for the development of agent-based SOs, even
if resource constrained. Indeed, Cloud Computing allows ‘‘agenti-
fied’’ SOs to locally provide complex functionality (enabled by SOs
virtual aggregation and SOs services composition) while, behind
the scenes, computation and data are offloaded on powerful
remote servers. In such a way, SO hardware/software limitations
are effectively and transparently mitigated.

In a Cloud-assisted and Agent-based IoT (CA-IoT) platform [81,
82] wearable SOs, monitoring human activities, are first locally
agentified and then virtualized into the Cloud, where incoming
data is stored and analyzed, and new, empowered, virtual SOs
created, as a meta-aggregation of existing ones. In particular, at
the Cloud side, distributed data-flow processes analyze input data
and dynamically support the development of new application
services to be provided by the agents running on the SOs.

Similarly, authors of [83] present an agent-based traffic man-
agement system: the Cloud supports processing of complex traffic
strategy and massive data transport by providing the needed
storage and computing resources. In that way, highly demanding
and interactive traffic simulations can be performed in a stan-
dard development environment (therefore, easily accessible by
multiple agents/users like traffic managers, traffic participators,
traffic-strategy developers, etc.) exploiting both real-time data
collected by SOs and historical dataset. From another perspective,
the ABC facilitates constructing software tools and testbeds to
automate the management of both cloud’s resources and services,
to the advantage of single SO as well as IoT system performace.
With respect to cloud’s resources management and, particularly,
authors of [84] propose an Autonomous Agent Based Load Bal-
ancing Algorithm (A2LB), for maximizing system’s utilization,
responsiveness, scalability, throughput and reliability. A set of
agents is in charge of monitoring the load of every machine,
controlling the transfer, selection and location policies, and proac-
tively allocating the resources, aiming to remotely support SOs of
the Cloud-assisted IoT system. With respect to cloud’s services
management, instead, in [85] authors designed and developed
Cloudle, an agent-based search engine for human users and,
virtually, SOs, supporting cloud service discovery, negotiation,
and composition. Cloudle foresees the exploitation of agents for
consulting cloud ontologies and automatically determining the
similarity/compatibility among cloud services specifications and
consumers’/SOs’ requirements.
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Table 2
Summary of Section 4 findings.
Paradigm\Technology
integrated with the ABC

High-Level integration goals Examples

Cloud Computing Virtualization of (agentified) SOs; (agentified) SO’s data and
computation offloading; remote management of (agentified) SOs’
resources

SOs aggregation techniques; load balancing
algorithms for the IoT system; IoT system
data analytics

Edge Computing Providing (agentified) SOs with context-aware and autonomous
behaviors; providing a decentralized, fine-grained control of
(agentified) SO’s and network resources

Cognitive algorithms and smart data
aggregation techniques for SOs; dynamic
scheduling of SO’s tasks; SO-specific
privacy-preserving techniques

Wireless Sensor Network Easing the prototyping of (agentified) sensor nodes’ software;
effectively handling (agentified) sensor nodes’ low level functionality
and services; opportunistically managing (agentified) sensor nodes’
and network’s resources

On-node signal processing algorithms;
efficient sensor’s radio management; code
mobility

Machine Learning Increasing the learning and decision-support capabilities of
(agentified) SOs; supporting the (agentified) IoT system’s collective
intelligence; enabling the context-aware, real-time reconfiguration of
(agentified) SOs

automatically-built SOs’ models; time series
analysis techniques; evidence-based
decision support systems

Blockchain Technology Securing the decentralization of (agentified) SO’s data and access
control; improving (agentified) SOs accountability and identity
management; enabling a trustworthy, decentralized coordination
within (agentified) IoT systems

SOs’ policies management; collaborative
anomaly detection; agentified Smart
Contracts and automatic Blockchain’s
transaction management

Semantic Technology Assisting (agentified) SOs in a deeper and broader understanding of
their environment; fostering (agentified) SOs reasoning through
shared knowledge basis; facilitating the communication among
heterogeneous (agentified) SOs

Translators for heterogeneous SOs data
models; ACL messages with semantic
payloads; domain-specific ontologies and
vocabularies

4.2. Edge computing

Edge Computing moves computation and storage resources
close to where data has been generated, thus providing context-
awareness, responsiveness, privacy, robustness and efficiency (in
terms of both bandwidth and energy consumption) to IoT ap-
plications, like video analytics, personal healthcare, autonomous
vehicles, etc. However, as a decentralized computing paradigm,
Edge Computing demands SOs to be autonomous, interoperable
and smart, as far as allowed by their (often limited) software and
hardware resources. And that is where ABC comes in, enabling
SOs exhibiting autonomous, context-aware, smart behaviors and
fostering the collaborative execution of Edge Computing-based
IoT applications.

Context-awareness and autonomy are design goals of FLEC
(Flexible Edge Computing) architecture [86], which leverages a
MAS to autonomously and dynamically determine the (i) allo-
cation of processing load and tasks assignment to the Edge and
to the Cloud, according to the properties of applications, con-
texts, servers’ and SOs’ resource situations, and (ii) provisioning
of services, suitable for each user in real time, by reflecting
detailed information like user’s behaviors, intentions, and pref-
erences collected by IoT devices. Aiming at interoperability, in-
stead, the ROAgent framework, described in [87] and [88], jointly
exploits agent-oriented, Edge Computing and resource-oriented
paradigms to enable the interaction of resource-constrained, het-
erogeneous, SOs within the IoT ecosystem through standard Web
technologies. Indeed, SOs’ resources and operations are exposed
as programming language- and platform-independent Web ser-
vices, which can be browsed and searched over the Internet.

Likewise, [89] exploits the ABC for developing IoT Smart Envi-
ronments which exhibit reactive, proactive, and cognitive behav-
iors through computational resources located either in the Cloud
or at the network Edge. In [90], the same authors propose the
CEIoT platform, a
Cognitive-enabled and Edge-based IoT architecture, which lever-
ages on the ABC for the realization of decentralized cognitive
algorithms and the versatile development of smart data aggre-
gations.

Finally, CRESCO [91] is an agent-based framework provided
with an application description language for supporting real-time

streaming applications at the newtork Edge. CRESCO allows man-
aging multitude of geographically distributed services based on
heterogeneous resources, whose scheduling, provision and per-
formances can be managed through proper high-order modules,
while the ABC provides a fine-grained control over the structure,
communication, and security protocols of the distributed system.

4.3. Wireless sensor networks

Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is an enabling technology
for the IoT, allowing the data collection, gathering, processing
and forwarding through (typically resource constrained) wire-
less sensor nodes scattered across the monitored area. Rapidly
spreading in the first 2000s, WSNs found application in multitude
of scenarios (ambient assisted living, structural health, e-health,
etc.), which later have become of interest also for the IoT. In that
sense, WSNs can be considered one of the forerunners of the IoT
systems as well as one of its essential constituent.

Because of the scarce resources of both infrastructures (band-
width is typically quite limited in wireless networks compared
to wired ones) and WSNs’ nodes (limited computation, storage
and energy), agents’ features of smartness, mobility and auton-
omy can be highly beneficial both to functional (by instilling
smartness) and non-functional (energy and bandwidth saving)
scopes.

With respect to the first point, lightweight agents can be
deployed on sensor nodes to efficiently handle their low-level
functionality (sensing, filtering, pre-processing, storage, commu-
nication) and basic services (timer handling, resource access, etc.).
This is the case of [92], in which an agent-oriented framework
for real-time human activity monitoring is proposed. In partic-
ular, here, lightweight agents operate according to an Event-
Condition-Action (ECA) automaton and aim at computing the
accelerometric sensory data, aggregating their features, and rec-
ognizing user movements and postures. Moreover, the agent-
oriented design and programming allows effective and rapid pro-
totyping of the sensor software, which shows also good perfor-
mance in terms of recognition accuracy and nodes synchroniza-
tion.

With respect to the second point, agents deployed within
WSNs allow saving both network bandwidth and sensors energy.
The distributed, intelligent, decision making process offered by
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lightweight agents is exploited in [93] to drive the opportunistic
activation of the sensor nodes, with a subsequent energy saving.
In [94], instead, an agent-based architecture implements a dis-
tributed cognitive radio resource management framework which
dynamically manages shared radio resources to minimize inter-
ference, and hence the energy waste. With the goal of minimizing
the overall communication costs, sensory data can be processed
locally rather than directly moved towards a sink. Following such
principle, in [95] and [96] agents locally transform and reduce
a large amount of sensory data by eliminating data redundancy
among sensors through a context-aware on-node data processing
(filtering and clustering, mainly).

4.4. Machine learning

Machine learning (ML) is recently becoming one of the fastest
growing areas of computer science, with extensive possibilities
for wide range of applications. Essential concepts, algorithms,
and theoretical frameworks in ML predominantly include su-
pervised and unsupervised learning, statistical learning theory,
probabilistic graphical models and approximate inference with
great possibilities for developing new and more powerful ap-
proaches. In fact, ML can be seen as excellent alternative and
upgrade for the development of algorithmic solutions, as com-
pared to conventional engineering approaches. Usually, ML refers
to automated detection of meaningful patterns in big datasets.
Combination of wide variety of ML algorithms and their powerful
processing of big datasets collected from IoT, SOs and Smart
Environments can offer, and achieve, great benefits in variety of
applications in different domains. Additionally, parallelization can
significantly speed-up ML algorithms working with big datasets
produced in IoT and Smart Environments. Moreover, time-series
(TS) analysis, as a specific part of ML techniques, can be extremely
useful in smart and IoT environments. TS analysis is used to
describe changes of observed phenomena over time, such as the
sensory information collected by SOs. Different systems and tools
like R and FAP [97] can be used to enhance diverse aspects of
smart environments and emergency scenarios [98], for example
smart cities.

Agents, and their key abilities of learning, offer a significant
shift in employing ML functionality in intelligent decision making
processes. During the last two decades, developments in the
agent technologies and ML have become complementary and
agent-based platforms utilizing ML for intelligent decision sup-
port and automation have been constantly developing [99]. A set
of agents, in smart environments, employing ML, may increase
efficiency of learning and decision-support. Similarly, collective
computational intelligence can support several ML algorithms,
where a synergistic effect is expected from combining efforts of
various kinds of agents. In essence, a set of agents, cooperating
in distributed smart environments, can increase performance of
such systems. For example CityMatrix [100] is an urban decision
support system that facilitates evidence-based and more collab-
orative urban decision making. Role of applied ML techniques is
to support real-time prediction of an agent-based urban traffic
model. The system provides efficient optimization feedback, in
real-time, to support the decision making process. Another inter-
esting approach that incorporates agents, IoT and ML is presented
in [101]. Authors propose ML to assists developing embodied
and self-configurable agents for the IoT. In particular, a feedback-
evaluative ML enables the reconfiguration of a MAS on the basis
of the environmental context.

4.5. Blockchain technology

Blockchain technology is an emerging and promising approach
for securing the decentralization of data and control, as well as for
executing Smart Contracts (SCs), namely trusted and automatic
activities which encapsulate arbitrary and stateful functionality.
Ranging from healthcare to logistics, from ambient assisted living
to energy-trading, a plethora of large-scale and privacy-sensitive
distributed IoT systems (with their often resource-constrained
SOs) can greatly benefit from Blockchain Technology when per-
forming key operations like object tracking, identity and poli-
cies management, transaction traceability and accountability, co-
ordination, etc. By making such operations more secure, au-
tonomous, flexible and even profitable, fostering also scalability,
cross-organizational collaboration, interoperability, Blockchain
Technology can fulfill some of the most important requirements
and features shared by both multi-agent and IoT systems such
as data integrity, privacy, authenticity, big data management and
decentralized coordination [102].

The application of agent-based Blockchain Technology in the
IoT arena is in its early stage and multifaceted. However, most
of the current work deals with security-related topics. The CIoTA
framework [103] uses Blockchain Technology to perform dis-
tributed and collaborative anomaly detection among resource-
constrained IoT devices. Here, software agents runs on every IoT
device, and build a local model (an extensible Markov model,
precisely) for detecting malicious behaviors in a particular appli-
cation. Authors of [104–106] focus on SCs. In particular, since cen-
tralized access management technologies lack ability to efficiently
deal with scalable load, [104] proposes fully distributed access
control system for IoT, based on Blockchain Technology and ABC.
Aiming at arbitrating roles and permissions, every blockchain
node is associated with an agent, which is delegated to the
deployment and management of a SC, during the lifetime of the
access control system. Similarly, in [106] a MAS exploits SCs
to manage the entire supply chain process more efficiently, by
automatically writing transaction on the blockchain, verifying
that both parties abide to the agreed conditions, and, if these
are not met, imposing penalties. In a similar direction, in [105],
authors propose to ‘‘agentify’’ the SCs, which currently is based
on passive objects, in order to enhance their expressiveness with
typical agents’ features of autonomy, situatedness, sociality, and
intelligence. Going beyond accountability and identity manage-
ment tasks, there exist works that demonstrate the conceptual
and technical feasibility of blockchain-based trustworthy coordi-
nation in MAS (see, for instance, [107,108]), i.e., they propose how
to ground trustworthy, decentralized coordination in MAS upon
blockchain. Nevertheless, these are just preliminary results.

4.6. Semantic technologies

Relationship between agents and semantic technologies (ST)
is a complex one. It can be traced back to 2001, when [109],
and [110] have been published. The main idea was (and still is)
that ST can make agents in more flexible, with easy update of
knowledge about the world, and allow agents to understand ‘‘the
world’’ deeper and broader. However, already then things were
not perfect. For instance, FIPA Ontology Service Specification,7
which introduced an Ontology Agent (an ontology manager),
never became standardized. Furthermore, no popular agent plat-
form implemented such agent (only found reference is [111]).
Moreover, developers of one of very popular agent platforms
Jade8 attempted at providing semantic services,9 using ontologies
in agent communication,10 or combining Jade ontology services

7 http://www.fipa.org/specs/fipa00086.
8 https://jade.tilab.com.
9 https://jade.tilab.com/doc/tutorials/clontosupport.pdf.

10 https://jade.tilab.com/papers/papercaireaart.pdf.

http://www.fipa.org/specs/fipa00086
https://jade.tilab.com
https://jade.tilab.com/doc/tutorials/clontosupport.pdf
https://jade.tilab.com/papers/papercaireaart.pdf
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with Protege.11 However, instead of representing knowledge and
forming a flexible knowledge base, ontologies became Java-code
fragments.

Overall, most attempts at directly fusing software agents and
semantic technologies failed to gain traction. Software agents
evolved in three main ‘‘non-semantic’’ directions: (1) general
purpose platforms (e.g., Jade), (2) BDI-based platforms (e.g., Jadex
or Jason) that, apply Prolog/expert system approach, and (3)
simulation platforms (e.g., NetLogo or Repast). At the same time,
semantic technologies evolved at their own pace, separately from
agent systems.

Nevertheless, one can find a number of projects that at-
tempted at using jointly agent systems and semantics. Let us
list a few examples, which illustrate general trends: (i) Ma-
genta Technologies: Multi-agent Systems for Ocean logistics –
an agent-semantic system solving scheduling problem [112]; (ii)
Semantic-based Travel Support System: where semantic repre-
sentation of ‘‘world of travel’’ is used [113,114]; (iii) Semantic
based Workers support system: based on ontologies of orga-
nization, travel, research interests, used to support workers in
a virtual organization [115–117]; and (iv) Agent-semantic sys-
tem for management of resources in computational grids (or
clouds) [118,119]. Here, an ontology of numerical linear algebra
has been developed [120], and possibility of combining agents +

semantics + multicriterial analysis has been studied [121].
In all cases, ontologies were stored and processed in a separate

repository. In this way, knowledge representation could have
been created and updated without (major) changes in the core
application/system (see, also, [122]).

The question thus arises, what role can semantic technologies
play in the IoT, and how they can be connected with agents.
Here, two main scenarios emerge. First, in an IoT ecosystem, a
common vocabulary is instantiated. However, we are convinced
that (at least for some time to come) only ‘‘small’’, domain specific
ontologies will materialize in applications. Here, agents will share
common modular ontology [123] and exchange ‘‘semantic mes-
sages’’ (ACL messages, with semantic payload) to communicate
(see, [124]). Similarly, ontologies can be used to facilitate access
control [125,126].

Second, when different data models coexist within a single
IoT ecosystem (e.g. due to the ecosystem merger), when inter-
operability has to be achieved, semantic technologies can be
used to translate messages exchanged between ‘‘things’’ [127,
128]. This approach can be applied in the ABC. Here, a ‘‘trans-
lator agent’’, communicating with individual agents representing
each data model, would facilitate the message translation service
(see, [129–131]).

In summary, while the past collaboration of agents and seman-
tics was not particularly successful, it seems that both technolo-
gies have reached the state when they are ready to join forces to
deliver important results in IoT ecosystems.

5. Successful exploitation of agents in IoT applications

Based on paradigms and technologies reported in the previ-
ous (sub)sections, the IoT has given rise to several applications
in many different fields. In contrast with the mostly theoreti-
cal and foundational contributions reported in Section 4, here-
inafter some successful agent-based IoT applications and (mostly
commercial) related platforms are reported.

The use of SOs and real time analytics to enhance manufactur-
ing and industrial processes, led to the Industrial IoT (IIoT) [132].
PTC ThingWorx12 is a cloud-based end-to-end technology plat-
form (free use is possible, with limited functionality) that enables

11 https://jade.tilab.com/doc/tutorials/BeanOntologyTutorial.pdf.
12 http://www.thingworx.com/.

innovators to rapidly develop and deploy agent-based solutions
for the IIoT. The ABC supports the device modeling (different
agents are used for the different types of devices), the business
logic definition, the design and implementation of collaboration
and security mechanisms required for IIoT applications. Recently,
PTC ThingWorx included an edge microserver (server software
for IoT edge devices) and a software development kit for min-
imizing devices’ power and data demands. Also located in the
IIoT arena, Arrayent13 is a cloud- and agent-based IoT platform
specifically designed for manufacturers of mass-market consumer
home products. Arrayent empowers brands to get connected and
get closer to their customers, by enabling them to connect, mon-
itor and control their IoT products remotely from anywhere. This
is possible thanks to lightweight agents, which are deployed on
the devices, and have their virtual twins in the Cloud, accessible
through RESTful APIs. The ABC helps to manage the devices, their
actions and reactions, and their data, as well as in interconnect-
ing different embedded computing platforms (Atmel, Broadcom,
Texas Instruments, Raspberry Pi, etc.) and communication proto-
cols (including Wi-Fi, Thread, ZigBee, Z-Wave). Cumulocity IoT14
is an IoT platform to connect and to experience heterogeneous
‘‘things’’ instantly. It provides pre-integrated devices, or open
device agents, and APIs, to turn insight into action using analytics,
application integration and workflow management and to, finally,
deliver branded services using secure multi-tenancy and role-
based access control. Software agents are used as interoperability
facilitators, since they translate device-specific interface protocols
into reference ones (i.e., REST and JSON) and specific domain
models into reference domain ones, and enable secure remote
communication across virtually any network. Similarly, Cloud-
Plugs,15 a container-based, edge to cloud IoT platform for digital
transformation and implementation of IIoT initiatives, exploits
software agents to eliminate slow and costly firmware devel-
opment, to quickly develop device applications and to deploy
them instantly to thousands of devices. The CloudPlugs agents
provide multi-protocol support, secure data ingestion, telemetry,
data processing, protocol mediation and local and remote edge
control.

The synergy of the IoT and social networking paradigms en-
ables the development of communities where SOs establish
humans-like social interactions and temporary collaborations in
contexts where expertise and capabilities are spatially
distributed. The Social Internet of Things (SIoT) aims at simplifying
the navigability of a dynamic network of billions of SOs as well
as enhancing their efficiency and trustworthiness when providing
information and services [40,133]. Speaking Object [134] is a
framework pivoting on the
argumentation-based coordination: agents can autonomously and
dynamically select the better interaction protocol for the current
situation, without recurring to prescribed coordination rules.
Fostering interoperability in SOs interactions is the goal of agents
in iSapiens [135], a framework for designing and implementing
smart environments with automatic SOs inclusion leveraging on
information such as location, ownership, chronology of mutual
interactions. In the Social Factory platform [136] ‘twin agents’
of humans and SOs are interfaced through broker agents for
facilitating their contextualized interactions within a cyberphys-
ical environment across an enterprise social network. Here, the
agent-based interfaces allows preventing errors and minimizing
out-of-the-loop performance of the human-ware by preserving
an adequate level of situation awareness and mental workload.
Agents can foster integration of SOs into social networks, for

13 https://www.arrayent.com/.
14 https://cumulocity.com/guides/concepts/introduction/.
15 https://cloudplugs.com/iot-platform-overview/.

https://jade.tilab.com/doc/tutorials/BeanOntologyTutorial.pdf
http://www.thingworx.com/
https://www.arrayent.com/
https://cumulocity.com/guides/concepts/introduction/
https://cloudplugs.com/iot-platform-overview/
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Fig. 3. SWOT matrix about agent-based IoT development.

Fig. 4. Agent-based Internet of Things publications (a) per year and (b) per type.

Fig. 5. Agent-based Internet of Things publications per subject area.
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Fig. 6. Surveyed Agent-based Internet of Things publications (a) per year and (b) per type.

example by updating user’s profile, his/her friendships, and by
simplifying social network’s services discovery and composi-
tion [137]. Trustworthiness in SIoT is the focus of [138] and [139].
The former work presents a Trust Framework which promotes
social interactions among SOs by associating each of them to a
software agent and enabling the decentralized dissemination of
their reputation through the Blockchain Technology. The latter,
instead, presents a Trust Service Platform, where agents consti-
tute a semi-centralized trust management and reputation system
but without exploiting the Blockchain Technology.

The Internet of Vehicles (IoV) is a large-scale, distributed system
for wireless communication and information exchange between
smart vehicles and other SOs (smartphones, smart traffic lights
and signals, etc.). As result, complex real-time tasks, such as dy-
namic and intelligent routing/congestion/traffic management, are
performed according to current traffic and environmental condi-
tions [140]. An agent-based approach can be successfully adopted
in the IoV scenario because vehicular networks are typically large
scale and geographically distributed in dynamic environments,
thus requiring autonomous, collaborative and reactive SOs. As re-
ported in [141], several IoV platforms exploit the ABC as modeling
and simulation paradigm for complex traffic and transportation
systems. For example, [142] proposes JADE-based agents to sup-
port traffic operators in determining the best traffic strategies
when non-urban roadway meteorological incidents occur. Mov-
ing to urban scenarios, TRACK-R [143] is an agent-based platform
which exploits a MAS for providing traffic route recommendation
to both agentified SOs and humans. Chen et al. [144] developed
Mobile-C, a real-time agent-based traffic detection and manage-
ment system, in which both stationary and mobile agents collab-
orate in distributed computing and information fusion. Similarly,
aiming at an adaptive and smart traffic and transportation con-
trol, a highly distributed agent-based traffic management system
is reported in [145], in which a sophisticated control algorithm
is decomposed on demand, into simple task-oriented agents to
adapt to various control scenarios. An agent-based framework for
traffic control without traffic signal systems is presented in [146].
Here, each of connected vehicles is modeled as an agent and they
all communicate and collaborate through wireless communica-
tion technologies for tackling the scalable and flexible problem
of intersections. Finally, [147] presents a testbed to experiment
and rapidly prototype multi-agent control systems in road traffic
management with different strategies. Interestingly, all the afore-
mentioned works conform to the FIPA standards for the sake of
interoperability.

6. Concluding analysis and remarks

There are no technology limitations (in terms of computing,
storage and communication) hindering the full realization of the
IoT ecosystem. However, its multifaceted development issues
still need to be comprehensively, and simultaneously, tackled.
For example, according to Atzori et al. [2], scalability and self-
management used to be separately tackled, in spite of central-
ized and predefined centralized approaches. This prevented SOs
to constitute locally operating, self-organizing and self-adaptive
systems.

We believe, and the large number of works analyzed in this
survey confirms it, that agents’ key features of autonomy, proac-
tivity, intelligence and sociability make the ABC a natural candi-
date for systematically and effectively developing IoT ecosystems.
Indeed, better than other computing paradigms (object-, service-,
and component-oriented), the ABC allows modeling both SO/IoT
system at different degrees of details and programming (techni-
cal, syntactical and semantic) interoperability, autonomicity and
distributed intelligence. In addition, the agent-based simulation
allows validating multiple design choices before the deployment
phase, while agent-based methodologies can systematically and
effectively drive both the complete development and the re-
engineering process of IoT ecosystem, also in synergy with other
paradigms (e.g., cloud and edge computing). However, to ensure
that the benefits of an agent-based solution far outweigh its
overhead, three pragmatic aspects should be carefully assessed
before blindly adopting the ABC paradigm (this holds not only for
the IoT, but in any research context). Such aspects respectively
deal with technology, economic and conceptual issues.

The first aspect refers to relative immaturity of agent tech-
nology, which was born and raised not in industry but mainly
in academia: as consequence, few agent-based commercial plat-
forms [19] are currently available, and they made no signifi-
cantly progresses in the last decades [20], particularly regarding
standardization, semantic interoperability and real-timeness. The
latter is a crucial aspect for many safety-critical IoT applica-
tions in which the consequences of, even rare, time failures
are potentially disastrous. As underlined by [148], MASs typi-
cally adopt best-effort approaches with internal agent schedulers,
negotiation protocols, and communication middleware, which
do not include comprehensive and global mechanisms for han-
dling real-timeness. This lack affects reliability and predictability.
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Moreover, FIPA standards only partially support interoperability
in real-time/distributed control and diagnostics [76]. Therefore,
extensive interventions in terms of theoretical contributions and
practical mechanisms involving the MAS core elements need to
be simultaneously and coherently carried out, aiming to real-time
compliant agent-based SOs, IoT systems and applications.

The second aspect refers to the greater investments required to
implement agent-based IoT solutions, typically costlier and less
user-friendly than conventional centralized and service-oriented
ones [76] (e.g., data flow programming for Web of Things [149]).
Indeed, as underlined in [150], agent-based methodologies, tools
and languages are designed primarily to serve expert researchers,
otherwise requiring consistent learning efforts. For facilitating
both non-technical end-users and non-expert researchers in the
development of agent-based SOs and IoT systems, frameworks
should be easier to understand and use, for example by providing
ready-to-use and customizable building blocks and Computer
Aided Software Engineering (CASE) tools to semi-
automatically drive the application of the methodology.

The third aspect refers to, only apparently backdated, misap-
plications and misconceptions:

• things can be always profitably agentified: a large number
of dumb devices within the IoT ecosystem (RFID and NFC
tags, resource-constrained microcontrollers, etc.) work just
with a single thread of control and expose simple condi-
tional behaviors [19,20]. Without complex tasks to be per-
formed (e.g., automatic resolution of policy conflicts, access
synchronization to shared resources, dynamic organization
without any a-priori network model [151]), such devices
should not be designed as agents, which conversely are
intrinsically autonomous multi-thread problem solvers;

• applications can always profitably exploit agents: it is false
that agents are a universal development solution. For exam-
ple, agent-based techniques fit just the 30% of control tasks
and 60% of diagnostic tasks in the industrial scenario [21,76].

Fig. 3 reports and summarizes the main considerations of
this analysis under the form of a SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses,
Opportunities, Threats) matrix.

In conclusion, although adopting the ABC paradigm demands
for a careful preliminary evaluation of pros and cons, the several
described contributions across this survey proved that, to date,
an agent-based development approach represents a suitable and
effective choice to face the majority of advanced (current and
future) SOs and IoT systems.
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Appendix

From 2010, year in which the IoT turn on the spotlight, the
number of the publications related to the ABC and the IoT has
grown steadily. According to Scopus, 1565 works have been pub-
lished to date, with a marked rise in the last years, as reported
in Fig. 4(a). Interestingly, as shown in Fig. 4(b), there are still
few books, chapters and editorials on this topic, a good num-
ber of journals articles, but many more conference papers. This
could be due to the recently risen interest on agent-based IoT:
indeed, a general practice is to present preliminary results in
workshop/conference papers and to develop it into a journal with
new material later on. As matter of fact, the number of published
journal articles in the last two years has doubled. Another note-
worthy fact concerns the subject area of these publications: as
shown in Fig. 5, most of them are (obviously) related to computer
science, but also in energy, mathematics, decision science, etc.
This confirm the suitability and flexibility of the ABC, perfectly
matching with the multifaceted nature of the IoT.

With respect to the publications surveyed in this article (a sub-
set of the available ones, given the wide of the state-of-the-art),
we focused on the most relevant ones according to the number
of obtained citations, exploitation in/derivation from valuable
(inter)national research projects, and personal experience. In par-
ticular, as shown in Fig. 6, we covered the whole time windows
2010–2019 and we preferred journal articles, when possible.
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